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Facelube® for Men Germany Skin Care Set Valued at $245.00
GENTLEMEN START YOUR ENGINES: FACELUBE® PRODUCTS WILL HAVE YOUR SKIN
ON THE FAST TRACK
Test Drive The New High Performance Men’s Skin Care Line
WWW.FACELUBE.COM
Even though much ado has been made about “metrosexuals” and the rise of male plastic
surgery, when it comes to an everyday skin care regimen, for the most part, “men are from
Mars and women are from Venus.” The average man does not want or need a pile of products to
reap the benefits of a properly maintained masculine face. FaceLube's high performance 3 step
system includes a Cleaner, Treatment and Protectant. It's simple and precise - bing, bam,
boom, am/pm and you're done! Because men and women age differently, men have different
needs and preferences than women. FaceLube® gets the critical fact that for men, proper face
care is not just about looking young - it's about looking good and staying on the fast track.
FACELUBE® GERMANY: KEEP IT CLEAN, LUBRICATED AND PROTECTED
OUR OPINION
Well this product is amazing!
I love the little kit's design and look. My husband was excited to use this product, and actually did use
it. usually he just rinses with water. He has amazing skin already- so I expected it to break him out. But
it didn't! I think he felt fancy using such an expensive product to be honest. The bottles are rather cute
and not cheap looking, so I didn't put them in the closet as I usually do our products. I think honestly, the
price is very steep. For us it is anyway. If you have the kind of money to blow upwards 200$ on
this product I say go for it. It's worth it. That's the kind of money I have spent in the past on
microdermabrasions & chemical peels.The products definitely have that manly look and feel to them and
left him smelling very fragrant. I love a heavy fragrance on a man, so it did not bother me in the
slightest!

